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The trouble with the 
TPP’s copyright rules

Summary

As the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) negotiations neared a conclusion in 

2015, the intellectual property chapter generated enormous concern from 

copyright experts who feared it would dramatically alter the balance be-

tween the interests of creators and users. Those concerns were borne out by 

the final text, which significantly exceeds international norms, pays short 

shrift to user interests, and requires legislative changes in many countries 

including Canada.

Canada was not an initial participant in the TPP negotiations. The Harp-

er government began working on entry into the TPP in 2009, leading to a for-

mal request for participation in the negotiations in 2011.1 When a year later 

the U.S. held a consultation on the possibility of Canada joining the talks, 

the International Intellectual Property Alliance (IIPA), the lead lobby group 

for the movie, music, and software industry, urged against it until a Can-

adian copyright bill was passed that satisfied U.S. expectations. The Can-

adian government promised it would oblige this request and noted it had 

signed the Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement (ACTA).2

The U.S. demands had an enormous impact on the contents of the 2012 

Canadian copyright bill, particularly its restrictive digital lock rules, which 

were at the very top of the U.S. priority list.3 In fact, the Canadian govern-
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ment was not shy about acknowledging that some reforms were driven by 

U.S. demands as the price for TPP entry. For example, Canada enacted anti-

counterfeiting legislation in 2014 that James Moore, then industry minister, 

admitted to be one of the U.S. conditions for TPP participation.4 Moore said:

This legislation contributes to a more effective relationship between Can-

ada and the United States on raising Canada to the international standard 

and meeting the standard that the American government frankly asked the 

government of Canada to meet in order for us to move forward with our par-

ticipation in the Trans-Pacific Partnership negotiations so we think we’ve 

checked all the necessary boxes.

Even with those changes, the U.S. used the TPP to pressure Canada into 

further copyright reforms. This study examines the policy implications of 

three of the biggest: term extension, digital locks, and the role of Internet 

intermediaries.

Copyright term extension

The term of copyright in Canada is presently set at the life of the author plus 

an additional 50 years, which is consistent with the international standard 

in the Berne Convention. This is also the standard in half of TPP countries: 

Japan, Malaysia, New Zealand, Brunei, and Vietnam also provide protec-

tion for life plus 50 years. The TPP will add 20 years to the term of copyright 

protection in Canada and these countries.

From a Canadian perspective, the issue of extending the term of copy-

right was raised on several prior occasions and consistently rejected by 

governments and trade negotiators. For example, term extension was dis-

cussed during the 2009 national copyright consultation, but the Canadian 

government decided against it. Furthermore, the European Union initially 

demanded that Canada extend the term of copyright in the proposed Can-

ada–EU Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement (CETA), but that 

too was effectively rebuffed.5

From a policy perspective, the decision to maintain the international 

standard of life plus 50 years is consistent with the evidence that term exten-

sion creates harms by leaving Canadians with an additional 20 years during 

which no new works will enter the public domain, with virtually no gains in 

terms of new creativity. In other words, in a policy world in which copyright 

strives to balance creativity and access, term extension restricts access but 
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does not enhance creativity. This has been confirmed by many economists, 

including in a study commissioned by Industry Canada (now the Depart-

ment of Innovation, Science, and Economic Development).6

Moreover, studies in other countries that have extended copyright terms 

conclude it ultimately costs consumers as additional royalties are sent out 

of the country.7 In the case of the TPP, the term extension is a major windfall 

for the United States and a net loss for Canada (and most other TPP coun-

tries). In fact, New Zealand, which faces a similar requirement, has estimat-

ed the extension alone will cost its economy NZ$55 million (about C$51 mil-

lion) per year.8 The Canadian cost is undoubtedly far higher.9

The damage caused by the term extension involves more than just high-

er costs to consumers and educational institutions. It also creates a massive 

blow to access to Canadian heritage.10

In the fall of 2015, Broadview Press, an independent academic publish-

er that has been a vocal proponent of copyright, warned about the dangers 

of the term extension to its business and the academic community.11 Broad-

view CEO Don Lepan described how “unlimited, or excessively long, copy-

right terms have often kept scholars from publishing (or even obtaining 

access to) material of real historical or cultural significance.” He held up 

Broadview’s editions of Mrs. Dalloway and The Great Gatsby as examples of 

top-notch texts available in Canada but not the U.S. where terms are long-

er. The publisher is:

looking at publishing similar editions of works by other authors who have 

been dead for more than 50 but fewer than 70 years — works such as Orwell’s 

Animal Farm and 1984, for example; a Broadview edition of such works, with 

the appendices of contextual materials that are a feature of almost every Bro-

adview edition, would provide highly valuable context for students at all lev-

els. We are also looking forward to January 1, 2016, when we will finally be 

able to make the superb Broadview edition of [T.S. Eliot’s] The Waste Land 

and other Poems — with its excellent explanatory notes and extensive range 

of background material on modernism — available in Canada.

If the TPP is approved in Canada, wrote Lepan, “say goodbye to those 

Orwell and Eliot editions.” The TPP-mandated copyright term extension 

would likewise directly affect 22 Governor-General award-winning fiction 

and non-fiction authors whose work would take decades longer to enter the 

public domain.12 These include Margaret Laurence, Gabrielle Roy, Marian 

Engel, Marshall McLuhan, and Donald Creighton (see box). In addition to 

Canadian authors there are many well-known international figures that will 
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be kept out of the public domain in Canada, such as John Steinbeck, Martin 

Luther King, Andy Warhol, Woody Guthrie, and Elvis Presley.

While the damage to the public domain in Canada stands as one of the 

worst aspects of the TPP’s intellectual property chapter, there is the potential 

for an implementation approach that would mitigate some of the harm. As 

Australian law professor Kim Weatherall points out in her excellent review of 

the TPP copyright provisions, earlier versions of the agreement would have 

Not quite public domain

Governor-General award-winning books scheduled to enter the public domain over the next 20 years but will 

have to wait until at least 2037 if the TPP is ratified:

Fiction
• Igor Sergeyevich Gouzenko (The Fall of a Titan)

• Winifred Estella Bambrick (Continental Revue)

• Colin Malcolm McDougall DSO (Author, Execution)

• Germaine Guèvremont (The Outlander)

• Philip Albert Child (Mr. Ames Against Time)

• Gabrielle Roy (The Tin Flute)

• Jean Margaret Laurence (The Stone Angel/A Jest of God)

• Marian Engel (Bear)

• Hugh Garner (Hugh Garner’s Best Stories)

Non-fiction
• James Frederick Church Wright (Slava Bohu)

• Laura Goodman Salverson (Confessions of an Immigrant’s Daughter)

• Edgar Wardell McInnis (The Unguarded Frontier)

• Evelyn M. Richardson (We Keep a Light)

• William Sclater (Haida)

• Marjorie Elliott Wilkins Campbell (The Saskatchewan)

• William Lewis Morton (The Progressive Party in Canada)

• Josephine Phelan (The Ardent Exile)

• Donald Grant Creighton (John A. Macdonald, The Young Politician)

• Frank Hawkins Underhill (In Search of Canadian Liberalism)

• Herbert Marshall McLuhan (The Gutenberg Galaxy)

• Noah Story (The Oxford Companion to Canadian History and Literature)

• Francis Reginald Scott (Essays On the Constitution)
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prohibited the implementation of any formalities, such as registration, for 

copyright.13 The no formalities rule was dropped from the final TPP text.14

The Berne Convention prohibits the use of formalities for works covered 

by the treaty, but Canada could conceivably treat the term beyond Berne (i.e., 

the 20 years after life-plus-50-years) as a supplementary regime that falls 

outside of the Berne standard.15 If Canada (and potentially other countries) 

treated the additional protection as supplemental, it could require copyright 

registration and notification of the extended term in order to qualify for fur-

ther protection. Copyright registration would not eliminate all the harm to 

the public domain, but it would mean that only those who desire the ex-

tension would take the positive steps to get it, thereby reducing the costs of 

the TPP’s unnecessary copyright term extension.

Digital locks

One of the most controversial aspects of the 2012 Canadian copyright re-

form process involved the anti-circumvention provisions, often referred to 

as digital lock rules. The U.S. pressured Canada to include anti-circumven-

tion rules, which were required for ratification of the WIPO Internet treat-

ies, within the copyright reform package. They feature legal protections for 

technological protection measures (TPMs, a broader umbrella that captures 

digital rights management, or DRM) and rights management information 

(RMI). TPMs can be used to control access to, and use of, digital content. 

The proliferation of TPMs alongside legislation designed to protect digit-

al locks represents a perfect storm of danger to consumers, who may find 

themselves locked out of content they have already purchased, while sac-

rificing their privacy and free speech rights in the process.

There was an enormous amount of scholarly analysis on these issues 

throughout Canada’s reform process.16 Moreover, McGill University profes-

sor David Lametti, now a Liberal MP and the parliamentary secretary for 

international trade, wrote about the incoherence of digital lock rules.17 The 

academic analysis was decidedly negative about the legal reforms as was 

the broader public, which made the issue a top priority as part of the 2009 

Canadian copyright consultation.18

This background is necessary, since it is important to understand that 

the digital lock rules currently found in Canadian copyright law already rep-

resent a government decision to cave to U.S. pressure to go far beyond what 

is required of governments under the WIPO Internet treaties. It should also 
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be noted that the digital lock rules introduced by the Liberals in a 2005 bill 

were far more flexible and balanced than the ones passed by the Conserv-

ative government in its 2012 legislation. Yet, despite the 2012 reforms, the 

TPP will require Canada to make further changes to its digital lock rules and 

lock Canada into a “WIPO+” model that removes the ability to restore the 

flexibility found in the WIPO Internet treaties. In other words, once the TPP 

takes effect, the restrictive digital lock rules will be locked into Canadian law.

The TPP affects both the rights management information rules and 

technological protection measures provisions. For rights management infor-

mation, Article 18.69 of the TPP requires Canada to add criminal liability to 

the list of potential remedies. This marks a significant change from the 2012 

copyright reform package, reflecting a U.S. desire for increased criminaliz-

ation of copyright law. Canada opposed the change during the TPP negoti-

ations, at least up to the Hawaii round in August 2015, but ultimately caved 

in the final draft.19 There are no similar criminal requirements in the pend-

ing Canada–EU trade agreement.

Article 18.68 of the TPP contains extensive requirements for technologic-

al protection measures that go beyond what is required by the WIPO Internet 

treaties. In fact, the TPP digital lock rules also exceed those found in CETA 

and the Canada–South Korea Free Trade Agreement, with more restrictive 

rules on the creation of circumvention exceptions as well as criminal liabil-

ity requirements.20 While these other agreements — whether the WIPO In-

ternet treaties or other trade agreements — permit more flexible approach-

es, if the TPP takes effect it will trump them for Canadian law purposes by 

requiring a different standard for digital lock protection.

The restrictive approach in the TPP may also apply to the creation of new 

digital lock exceptions. As part of the contentious debate over the imple-

mentation of anti-circumvention rules in Canadian copyright law in 2012, 

the government tried to assure concerned stakeholders it had established 

specific mechanisms within the law to create additional exceptions to the 

general rule against circumvention. The law includes a handful of excep-

tions for issues such as security or privacy protection, but there is also a 

process for adding new limitations to the general rule.

There are two possible avenues for new limitations and exceptions. First, 

Section 41.21(1) of the Copyright Act allows the Governor in Council to make 

regulations for an exception where the law would otherwise “unduly restrict 

competition.”21 Second, Section 41.21(2)(a) identifies other circumstances to 

consider for exceptions, including whether the circumvention rules could 

adversely affect the fair dealing criteria in the act.22
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In addition to those two potential regulation-making models for new ex-

ceptions and limitations, Canadian law also establishes the possibility of 

creating a positive requirement on rights holders to unlock their locked con-

tent. It states that the Governor in Council may make regulations:

requiring the owner of the copyright in a work, a performer’s performance 

fixed in a sound recording or a sound recording that is protected by a techno-

logical protection measure to provide access to the work, performer’s per-

formance fixed in a sound recording or sound recording to persons who are 

entitled to the benefit of any of the limitations on the application of paragraph 

41.1(1)(a) prescribed under paragraph (a). The regulations may prescribe the 

manner in which, and the time within which, access is to be provided, as 

well as any conditions that the owner of the copyright is to comply with.23

This is not like other limitations or exceptions in the legislation, as it 

does not envision the possibility of permitting a user to circumvent a digit-

al lock. Instead, it lays the groundwork to create a requirement to unlock 

content. However, the TPP may still not permit even this flexibility. Article 

18.68 (4)(i) of the intellectual property chapter is limited to creating excep-

tions or limitations on the prohibition against circumvention, and does not 

include language to permit mandated unlocking.24 It says:

a Party may provide certain limitations and exceptions to the measures im-

plementing paragraph 1(a) or paragraph 1(b) in order to enable non-infrin-

ging uses if there is an actual or likely adverse impact of those measures on 

those non-infringing uses, as determined through a legislative, regulatory, 

or administrative process in accordance with the Party’s law, giving due 

consideration to evidence when presented in that process, including with 

respect to whether appropriate and effective measures have been taken by 

rights holders to enable the beneficiaries to enjoy the limitations and excep-

tions to copyright and related rights under that Party’s law.25

The absence of a positive obligation to unlock is not surprising since it 

is not found in U.S. law. The Canadian government may try to argue that a 

positive obligation to provide unlocked content is a form of exception, yet 

the TPP adds another weapon to the arsenal of rights holders steadfastly 

opposing this type of requirement.
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Copyright takedowns

The TPP’s effort to regulate how Internet service providers (ISPs) and hosts 

address allegations of copyright infringement on their networks and sites 

was another major issue addressed by negotiators. The goals of the U.S. 

and Canadian governments in the talks were clear from the outset: the U.S. 

wanted to export the notice-and-takedown system in its Digital Millennium 

Copyright Act (DMCA) to the rest of the TPP, while Canada wanted to pre-

serve its newly created notice-and-notice approach. In fact, Canada rushed 

through the notice-and-notice system without regulations (causing major 

problems of misleading notices) in order to argue that it should not be re-

quired to adopt the U.S. approach.26

The hallmark of the U.S. system is that it requires content takedowns 

without court oversight. By contrast, the Canadian approach, which has 

operated informally for over a decade but took effect as a law in 2015, seeks 

to balance the interests of copyright holders, the privacy rights of Internet 

users, and the legal obligations of Internet providers.

Under the Canadian notice-and-notice system, copyright owners are 

entitled to send infringement notices to Internet providers, who are legally 

required to forward the notifications to their subscribers. The notices must 

include details on the sender, the copyright works, and the alleged infringe-

ment. If the Internet provider fails to forward the notification, it must ex-

plain why or face the prospect of damages that run as high as $10,000. Inter-

net providers must also retain information on the subscriber for six months 

(or 12 months if court proceedings are launched). For ISPs, the system cre-

ates significant costs for processing and forwarding notices. However, as-

suming they meet their obligations of forwarding the notice, the law grants 

them a legal “safe harbour” that removes potential liability for the actions 

of their subscribers.

The TPP compromise allows Canada to maintain the notice-and-notice 

system, but no other TPP member country can adopt it in order to comply 

with the ISP liability and notice rules in the intellectual property chapter. 

The Canadian rules can be found in Annex 18-E of the TPP, which states that 

the standard ISP rules in the agreement do not apply to a country that meets 

the conditions of the annex “as from the date of agreement in principle of 

this Agreement.” Since that date is now long passed (October 4, 2015), no 

other TPP country can implement the notice-and-notice system to meet its 

TPP obligations. It should be noted that Chile, which objected to the special 
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treatment for Canada, obtained a similar exception for its system based on 

Annex 18-F of the U.S.–Chile Free Trade Agreement.

The compromise highlights one of the major sources of trouble with 

the TPP. More than a mere trade agreement, the TPP is a clear effort by the 

U.S. to export its regulatory framework to other countries, creating a com-

petitive advantage for U.S. companies. Canada and Chile were able to push 

back to retain their systems, but no other TPP country (present or future) 

will be permitted to adopt those systems to meet their treaty obligations. 

This compromise presumably comes at the behest of the major U.S. movie, 

music, and software industries, which have used their lead lobby group to 

criticize both Canada and Chile over their systems.27

For those countries stuck with the TPP’s implementation of U.S. law, Uni-

versity of Idaho professor Annemarie Bridy points out that the agreement is 

“less speech-protective and more prone to over-enforcement and abuse.”28 

For example, the TPP does not contain a mandatory counter-notice system 

that would allow users to effectively challenge claims of infringement by re-

quiring providers to re-post their content. Moreover, the TPP has fewer re-

quirements for the contents of takedown notices as compared to the DMCA, 

with no requirement for rights holders to state their good faith belief that the 

content in the notice infringes copyright. The absence of a good faith belief 

requirement is a major omission given that it has played a role in litigation 

in the U.S. where rights holders misuse the takedown system.

The decision to lock in the DMCA notice-and-takedown system within 

the TPP comes just as the U.S. Copyright Office undertakes a public study 

of its costs and burdens on rights holders, service providers, and the gen-

eral public.29 As with the discussion above on digital locks, the risk that 

the TPP may mandate a particular approach that limits domestic reforms is 

an enormous problem for all stakeholders, regardless of their perspective.

Perhaps the most telling provision in the Internet provider section comes 

at the very end, in Article 18.82 (9), which states, “The Parties recognize the 

importance, in implementing their obligations under this Article, of taking 

into account the impacts on right holders and Internet Service Providers.”30 

There is no reference to users or the general public, as if those impacts sim-

ply do not matter. This reflects the TPP negotiating approach in which the 

broader public is not even an afterthought. It is missing altogether.
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Conclusion

Canadian policy-makers have long recognized that domestic copyright policy 

interests are best served by multilateral negotiations, which enable the de-

velopment of consensus positions that meet international minimum stan-

dards but allow for flexible implementation. The copyright provisions in the 

TPP reflect the risk of bilateral and plurilateral talks, which can often lead 

to U.S.-dominated policies being foisted on other participants.

The copyright provisions in the TPP’s intellectual property chapter crys-

tallize those concerns, leading to the potential for millions of dollars in roy-

alty payments being transferred out of Canada, the increased criminaliz-

ation of copyright law, and a loss of policy flexibility for future Canadian 

copyright reforms.
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